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Abstract
We establish several time and space results for Schonhage’s pointer 
machine (P M ), including space compression, time hierarchy, and space 
hierarchy. We also present two definitions of space complexity for 
PMs, and we consider how each space measure affects the equivalence 
of PMs to the more classical models of computation.
KEYWORDS: Invariance, pointer machine, random access machine, space 
complexity, time complexity, Turing machine.
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List of Symbols
symbol name
a. lowercase alpha
fi lowercase beta
A uppercase delta
6 lowercase delta
7 lowercase gamma
C calligraphic style uppercase ell
P lowercase mu
V lowercase nu
<t> lowercase phi
lowercase psi
P lowercase rho
E uppercase sigma
a lowercase sigma
n uppercase omega
6 element of
C subset of
C proper subset of
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1 Introduction
In 1980, Schonhage (1980) described in detail the Storage Modification Ma­
chine, also called the pointer machine (PM). He showed that in terms of 
time complexity this computational model is as powerful as a Random Ac­
cess Machine (RAM) (Cook and Reckhow, 1973) and a multi-dimensional 
Turing machine (TM), and he asserted that the PM is more useful for mea­
suring lower-order time complexity.
Some results have been obtained in recent years using the PM (Halpern 
et a/., 1986; Tarjan, 1979). For the most part, however, this model has re­
ceived little attention until recently (Gurevich, 1988; van Emde Boas, 1987). 
Moreover, most of the work on PMs has focused on time complexity. Only 
Halpern et al. (1986) and van Emde Boas (1987) address the issue of space 
complexity.
In this paper, we present several results concerning both time and space 
complexity of PMs. These results indicate that, in many ways, PMs are 
similar to TMs and RAMs.
We begin with a review of the definition of a PM, and we present two 
possible definitions for space complexity. We show that space compression is 
possible with this model under one of these space measures. We also give time 
and space hierarchy theorems for PMs. With respect to the time and space 
hierarchies, PMs are similar to TMs and RAMs. Our final results demon­
strate how the definition of space complexity of PMs affects the equivalence 
of PMs to other models of computation.
After we obtained these results, we discovered that van Emde Boas (1987)
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had independently investigated the issue of space complexity for PMs. In 
fact, he had already obtained the space bound result of Theorem 5.1 . Our 
work, however, represents an improvement: our simulation yields a significant 
speedup in time, and we show that the result is optimal in terms of space 
complexity.
2 Pointer Machines
We propose the following as a “standard form” for PMs. It is a hybrid of the 
PMs described in (Halpern et al., 1986) and (Schonhage, 1980).
As in (Halpern et al., 1986) and (Schonhage, 1980), the A -structure, 
which provides the storage for the PM, is a directed graph consisting of nodes 
(vertices) and pointers (edges). Each node has a finite number of outgoing 
pointers, and each pointer from a node has a distinct label. The labels are 
symbols from the pointer alphabet A. At any time, one node, designated the 
center, is used to access the A-structure. We refer to the center node as x0.
The instantaneous configuration of the A-structure is described by the 
pointer mapping ps : X  —► X , where X  is the set of nodes, and ps(x) =  y 
means the 6 pointer from node x points to node y.
The PM also has a separate read-only input tape containing symbols from 
an input alphabet E. For simplicity, we consider only PM acceptors. With 
the addition of a write-only output tape, we could also consider transducers.
A PM has a finite sequence of program instructions, each with some 
distinct label. The following are allowable instructions:
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accept. Self-explanatory. Computation halts.
reject. Self-explanatory. Again, computation halts.
create <5, where 6 € A. Create a new node x' in the A-structure. p,s(:ro) 
is set to x'. For all 7 6 A, p7(z ') is set to x0.
center S, where 6 6 A. Make the node ps(x0) the new center.
assign 6 := 7 u, where <5, 7 , v 6 A. Change the 6 pointer from the center. 
It should now point to the node reached by following the pointers 7 then v, 
starting from the center; that is, pg(x0) =  Pi,(p7(zo))- We also allow v to be 
a null pointer symbol, in which case we would have ps(x0) =  p^(x0).
i f  7 =  6 go to p. If p7(x0) =  ps{x0), then pass control to the instruction 
labeled p. Otherwise, execute the next instruction.
if  input =  <7 go to p. If the input symbol is <7, then pass control to the 
instruction labeled p. Otherwise, execute the next instruction.
m ove p, where p € {left, right}. Move the input tape head one square in 
the direction indicated by p.
The PM starts with the input head on the leftmost nonblank input symbol 
and one node in the A-structure. We call this node, which is the center when 
computation begins, the origin.
The time consumed by the PM is the number of instructions executed 
before halting. We consider two space measures. Define mass to be the
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number of create instructions executed before halting, i.e., the number of 
nodes created during execution. Mass was introduced as a measure of space 
in (Halpern et al., 1986). The capacity of a computation is dn lgn (lg =  log2), 
where n is the number of nodes created, and d is the number of pointers per 
node (d =  |A|).
The idea for considering capacity as a space measure comes from Borodin 
et al. (1981). With n nodes there are at most ndn possible configurations of 
the A-structure. In (Borodin et al., 1981), control space (capacity) is defined 
as lg(Q), where Q is the number of possible configurations, so in the case of 
PMs, defining capacity as dn\gn is reasonable.
We define a function T(n) (respectively, 5m(n ),5 c(n)) to be time- ( re­
spectively, mass-, capacity-) constructible by a PM if there is a PM such that, 
for every input of length n, the PM halts in time T(n) (respectively, mass 
Sm(n), capacity Sc(n)).
We say a PM has time complexity T(n ) if for every input of length n, the 
maximum execution time for the PM is T(n). We define mass complexity 
and capacity complexity similarly. Complexity classes corresponding to time, 
mass, and capacity for PMs are, respectively, TIMEpm (T), MASS(S), and 
CAPACITY(S).
3 Space Compression
Our first result is a space compression theorem for PMs.
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T heorem  3.1 For every constant c > 0, every pointer machine with mass 
complexity Sm(n) can be simulated by some pointer machine with mass com­
plexity cSm(n).
Proof. We show the case where c — 1/2. Consider PM A having mass 
complexity Sm(n). We design a PM B that simulates A and has mass com­
plexity Sm(n ) /2.
For B to compute with half the number of nodes of A, we encode two 
nodes of A  into one node of B with the addition of several pointers. For 
every 6 in the pointer alphabet of A, the pointer alphabet of B  has ¿(1,1), 
¿(1,2), ¿(2,1), ¿(2,2). Each node in B corresponds to a pair of nodes in A. 
The ordered pairs in the pointer notation indicate the original source and 
destination nodes.
We also create one node (called G) to hold “useless” pointers. And we 
need a pointer 7 that points to G from any node, so G is always accessible. 
The 7 pointer from G always points to the last node created.
We establish the correspondence between nodes of A and nodes of B  as 
follows. Call a node in B  a node-pair to distinguish it from the pair of nodes 
in A to which it corresponds. Designate the older node in a pair of nodes in 
A as node 1 and the other as node 2. If the ¿ pointer of node 1 in a pair 
corresponding to node-pair a in B points to node 1 in a pair corresponding 
to node-pair 6, then P5(i,i)(a) =  b and ps(i,2){a) =  G. Other cases are handled 
similarly (see Figure 1).
Since we are working with node-pairs in B  , we need to designate where 
the center is within a pair. The structure of B will tell us whether a node-
9
origin
8(1,1),8(2,2)
ORIGINAL
(Nodes are numbered in the sequence they were created)
Figure 1 : Reducing the number of nodes by 1/2
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pair contains the center of the structure of A by identifying that node-pair 
as the center. Then we can use a pointer <f> and two additional nodes Hi and 
H2 in B to tell us whether the center is node 1 or node 2 by having (f> point 
to H\ or H2, as appropriate.
Since we may occasionally need to make G the temporary center to check 
its pointers, we can use £(1 , 1) to point from G to the actual center node-pair. 
In this way, we can always re-establish the center in B.
We initialize B  by creating nodes G, Hi, and H2. After we set their 
pointers appropriately, we are ready to simulate A.
Rather than describe the simulation of A in tedious detail, we discuss how 
to simulate one instruction, create 6. The other instructions are simulated 
analogously.
To simulate create 6, we first find the last node-pair created by following 
the 7 pointer of G. Call this node-pair a. We then determine whether node­
pair a corresponds to a single node in A (if an odd number of nodes have 
been created in the execution of A at this point) or to an actual pair. If 
Ps{2,1)(a) =  G and Ps(2 ,2)(a) =  G , then the node to be created in A is the 
second in the node-pair a. In this case, we assign the appropriate pointers 
from the current center to a, and we also assign the appropriate pointer 
(either 6(2 ,1) or £(2, 2)) to the current center from a.
In the case where at least one of £(2,1) or 6(2,2) does not point to G, we 
must create a new node-pair in B. Then we make the appropriate pointer 
assignments from this new node-pair to the current center and to G.
With the addition of a few extra pointers, we can eliminate Hi, H2, and 
G. We simply encode the information these nodes provide with extra pointers
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from the origin. For example, we could substitute pointers <t>\ and (f>2 for (f>. 
One of these two would point to the current center node-pair from the origin 
to indicate whether the center is node 1 or node 2.
If A creates S(n) nodes, then B creates [*5(n)/2] nodes (if we eliminate 
Hi, H2, and G). We can then generalize the procedure (or continue to apply 
it repetitively) to achieve space complexity cSm(n) for any c < 1 . □
Note that this simulation does not establish space compression for capac­
ity complexity: if the pointer alphabet size of the original machine is d, then 
the alphabet size of the simulator is d ( l /c )2.
Although space compression is possible using mass as the space measure, 
it is unclear whether PMs also enjoy the linear speedup property of TMs.
4 Time and Space Hierarchies
We obtain PM time and space hierarchies that parallel hierarchies for RAMs 
and TMs. We begin with the following useful result:
Lem m a 4.1 For every pointer machine M  there is a pointer machine M' 
with |A'| =  2 and |E'| =  2 that simulates M  in real time and constant factor 
overhead in space.
Proof. Let A be the pointer alphabet of M, with d =  |A|, and let 
A ' =  {<*,/?} in M'. For each node x in M  and each 6 in A , let y$ =  Ps{x). 
Corresponding to each node x in M  there is a cycle of d +  1 nodes in M ' , 
connected by a pointers, with one distinguished node x'.
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aORIGINAL SIMULATION
Figure 2: Simulating a PM with |A'| =  2.
Consider one such cycle in M '. From each node in the cycle, except x', 
use the (3 pointer to point to the appropriate y's corresponding to ys. The 
/3 pointer from x ’ points to a special reset node. The reset node’s a  pointer 
always points to the distinguished node representing the current center. The 
reset node and the cycle of d +  1 nodes are necessary in order to return to 
the center after simulation of each instruction (see Figure 2).
Simulating the instructions of M  with this structure can be somewhat 
tricky. We give an example in the Appendix to show how M' would simulate 
one instruction of M.
To show that two symbols are sufficient for E', we note that we can use 
a binary encoding of each symbol in E (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). □
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T heorem  4.2 / /T 2(n) is time-constructible by a pointer machine, then there 
is a language A C {1,2}* such that some pointer machine recognizes A within 
time 0 (T i(n )), but for any function Ti(n) =  o(T2 (n)), no pointer machine 
recognizes A within time 0(T\(n)).
Proof. We use a technique similar to that of Cook and Reckhow (1973). 
To demonstrate the time hierarchy, we must be able to encode any PM 
program with {1,2}, so that we can construct a “universal PM.” Assume 
that the pointer alphabet is {ai,<Z2, . . .} and p is an instruction label. Here 
is a possible encoding:
accept 122
reject 1222
create at 1321*22
center a, l “21i22
assign a, :=  ajak 1*21*21^21*22
if  at =  aj go to p 1621‘21221"22
if  input =  cri go to p l 721‘21w22
m ove pi (where pi 6 {left, right}) 1®21‘22
By Lemma 4.1 we may assume without loss of generality that for the 
machine to be simulated, |A| =  2 and |E| =  2. Therefore, max (i ,j ,k )  =  2.
As with RAMs (Cook and Reckhow, 1973), a PM program can be encoded 
by concatenating the encodings of its instructions. Let Mw be the PM whose 
encoding is w. For every language Z accepted by a PM, and for every integer 
/, there is a (  such that | > / and M  ^ accepts exactly Z; i.e., C(M^) =  Z :
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we simply append a sufficient number of 2’s to some shorter word where 
C(Mc ) =  Z.
Define A as follows: if M w with input w halts in time T2( |tu|), then w 6 A 
if and only if M w does not accept w. If Mw does not halt in time T2(|u;|), 
then we do not care whether Mw accepts w.
Now suppose M ' recognizes A  in time cTi(n), where c is a constant de­
pending on A. Then there exists a long string w' such that C(MW>) =  £ (M '), 
and, since =  o(T2), cTi(\w'\) < T2{\w'\). By our definition of A, w' € A 
(i.e., w' is accepted by M') if and only if w' is not accepted by =  M so 
we have a contradiction. Therefore no such M ' exists.
Now we construct a PM M  that recognizes A within time 0 (T 2(n)). On 
input w, M  will decode w , creating a node for each instruction. It will then 
“walk through” the instructions, simulating the machine Mw.
M  goes through three stages: initialization, preprocessing, and simula­
tion.
1. Initialization:
M  first creates eight “instruction type” nodes ( it-nodes) with an appro­
priate ¿¿-pomier corresponding to each. The it-nodes correspond to the eight 
PM instruction types mentioned above.
M  then creates three “argument” nodes (a-nodes) with an appropriate a- 
pointer corresponding to each. M  uses the a-nodes to designate appropriate 
arguments for the PM instructions.
Initialization takes a constant amount of time.
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2. Preprocessing:
M  reads w and decodes it, creating a node for each instruction. Each 
instruction node has the following additional pointers:
a. a successor pointer to the next instruction node.
b. an instruction type pointer to the appropriate it-node.
c. at most three argument pointers to the appropriate a-nodes.
d. a jump pointer, for an if instruction, to point to the instruction node 
to which control could be passed.
e. a beginner pointer to the origin (used to set the jump pointer appro­
priately).
Instruction nodes use the it-pointers to make a comparison from any 
node; i.e., we can use the it-pointer to determine what instruction type this 
instruction node has. We handle a-pointers in a similar manner.
To set the jump pointers, M  makes a second pass through the instruction 
nodes and the input word w. For each node representing an if instruction, 
M  returns to the origin with the beginner pointer (remembering the current 
instruction node). Using the unary encoding of M  in w, M  moves the jump 
pointer to the mth instruction node, where the if instruction specifies a con­
ditional jump to instruction m. In this way, setting the jump pointers takes 
time 0 (T 2(|u;|)).
During preprocessing, M  also creates a linked list of T2(|iü|) nodes to 
be used as a counter for the simulation. This is possible since T2 is time- 
constructible. There is one special pointer to the last node in this list.
16
acc re j  ere
Not all pointers are shown
Figure 3: Preparation for Simulating Mw
Two additional pointers keep track of the simulation. The execute pointer 
points from the origin to the node representing the instruction being simu­
lated. The counter pointer points to a counter node to indicate how much 
time has elapsed.
Preprocessing takes 0 (T 2(|ti;|)) +  O (M ) =  0 (T 2(|tt;|)) time (Figure 3 
shows the result of initialization and preprocessing).
3. Simulation:
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The origin serves as the point of reference for the simulation. It is the 
center node at the beginning of each simulated instruction.
To begin the simulation, M  resets the execution and counter pointers 
to their respective initial nodes. M  also resets the input tape head to the 
leftmost nonblank tape cell. Using the instruction pointer, M  performs an 
instruction by instruction simulation of Mw. After each simulated instruc­
tion, M  moves to the next instruction node by following the successor or 
jump pointer, as appropriate.
M  uses the counter nodes to keep track of how many instructions have 
been simulated. After each simulated instruction, M  sets the counter pointer 
to point from the origin to the next counter node in the chain.
Since M  has a special pointer to the last counter node, M  can compare 
the special pointer with the counter pointer to determine whether X'2(|ti;|) 
steps have elapsed. If so, then M  rejects w. Otherwise, M  accepts w if and 
only if M w rejects w. Therefore, M  accepts A in time 0 (T 2(|ttf|)). □
We now establish a space hierarchy result.
Theorem  4.3 / / 5 2(n) is mass-constructible, then there is a language A C 
{1,2}* such that some pointer machine recognizes A within mass 0 (S ,2(n)), 
but for any function S\(n) =  o(52(n)), no pointer machine recognizes A 
within mass 0 (5 i(n )).
Proof As in Theorem 4.2, define A as follows: if Mw with input w halts 
with mass 52(|iy|), then w 6 A if and only if Mw does not accept w. If M w 
uses more than 52(|u;|) nodes, then we do not care whether Mw accepts w.
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M  proceeds as follows: M  encodes M w as in the time hierarchy
proof, except it creates 52GH) “counter nodes.” Also, M  creates only 
m in(S2(M ), \w\) instruction nodes (in case S2 {n) < n ).
M  then runs as before, except it increments the “counter” only when it 
encounters a create instruction. If M  runs out of space, then it rejects w. 
Otherwise, M  accepts w if and only if Mw rejects w. Therefore M  accepts 
A in space 0(52(n)).
But what if Mw rejects by not halting? We apply the “backward simu­
lation” technique of Sipser (1980). By applying Sipser’s technique, we see 
that, as with Turing machines, for PM M  there is a PM N  accepting the 
same language as M  using the same number of nodes, but N  does not loop 
on a finite number of nodes. To prove this, we would simply replace all 
occurrences of tapes in Sipser’s proof with sets of nodes. □
Note that the space hierarchy also applies when we use capacity as the 
space measure.
C orollary 4.4 I f Siip) is capacity-constructible, then there is a language 
A  C {1 ,2}* such that some pointer machine recognizes A within capacity 
0(S2(n)), but for any function S\(n) =  0(52(71)), no pointer machine recog­
nizes A within capacity 0(S\(n)).
C orollary  4.5 TIMEpm {T) is strictly included in MASS(T).
Proof
19
Halpern et al. (1986) showed that T I M E ^ T )  C M A SS(0(T / logT)). 
By Theorem 3.1, M A SS(0(T / logT)) C MASS(T/ logT).
By Theorem 4.3, M ASS(T/ log T)C MASS(T). □
5 Space Requirements and the Invariance 
Thesis
Slot and van Emde Boas (1988) proposed the following Invariance Thesis:
“There exists a standard class of machine models, which includes 
among others all variants of Turing machines, all variants of 
RAMs and RASPs with logarithmic time and space measures, 
and also the RAMs and RASPs in the uniform time and loga­
rithmic space measure, provided only standard arithmetical in­
structions of additive type are used. Machine models in this class 
simulate each other with polynomially bounded overhead in time 
and constant factor overhead in space.”
An obvious question is, does this thesis apply as well to PMs? Schonhage 
(1980) presented a real-time equivalence between “successor RAMs,” which 
meet the qualifications of the thesis with respect to time, and PMs. So the 
thesis holds for PMs with respect to time complexity. For space complexity, 
however, the equivalence depends on the space measure used. In the following 
discussion, spacerm (S) will denote Turing machine space and spacgram(S) 
will denote log cost RAM space. Log cost RAM space is defined as the sum
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-over all nonempty registers of the logarithm of the largest integer stored in 
each register (Slot and van Emde Boas, 1988).
T heorem  5.1 A multitape Turing machine using space S(n) and time T (n ) 
can be simulated by a pointer machine using 0 (5 (n ) /lo g 5 (n)) nodes and 
time 0 (T (n )). Hence, a pointer machine uses less space than a Turing ma­
chine accepting the same language, if we consider mass as the space measure 
for pointer machines.
Proof We may assume that 5 is mass-constructible. If it is not, then we 
can try 5  =  1, 2, 4 . . .  until the simulation succeeds (van Emde Boas, 1987).
The following simulation holds for TMs with multiple worktapes; how­
ever, for simplicity, we will explain how to simulate a TM with a single one­
way infinite worktape and a read-only input tape. The worktape alphabet 
of the TM is {0 ,1 }.
We design a one-to-one correspondence between the storage configura­
tions of a TM M  using space 5  and the configurations of a PM M ' with 
0 ( 5 /  log 5) nodes: we partition the worktape of M  into blocks of size b =  
lg (5 /lg 5 ). With this partitioning, there are 5 /6  =  0 (5 /lo g 5 )  blocks. M ' 
represents the tape contents with three node structures: the tree, the blockset, 
and the cache (see Figure 4).
The tree is a complete binary tree of height 6. The blockset consists of 
0 ( 5 /  log 5 ) nodes, (30, (31, . . . ,  each node representing one block. The contents 
of a particular block are represented by a pointer to a leaf of the tree. Since 
the tree has 2b =  5 / lg 5  leaves, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the leaves of the tree and the contents of a block.
21
ORIGIN
Additional pointers include a pointer from every node to the origin
Figure 4: Representing a Turing machine with pointer machine nodes
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Now consider two adjacent blocks B{ and f t +1 of M , such that the work- 
tape head is currently in either B{ or i?t+1. f t  and f t +1 are represented in 
the blockset by ft and f t + i ,  respectively. During the simulation, M' keeps 
the contents of ft and ft+i in the cache.
The cache consists of a chain of 2 lg(»Sy lg S) nodes and two additional 
nodes, “0” and “1.” Each node in the chain has a pointer to either the “0” 
or wl ” node, so that the entire chain is a direct representation of two blocks 
of M ’s worktape.
M ' decodes a node ft  into the cache as follows: M ' finds the tree leaf 
pointed to by ft. M ' then traces the path of the tree to the root, noting at 
each tree node whether it was a right or left child. For each tree node in 
the path, M ' sets a pointer of a node in the cache to the “0” or “ 1” node, 
depending on whether the tree node was a right or left child.
M ' encodes the contents of half the cache back to the blockset by following 
the above steps in reverse.
The simulation proceeds as follows: M ' initially builds the blockset, tree, 
and cache. We assume blocks are numbered from left to right, and that 
M  starts with its worktape head on the leftmost tape cell. So M' initially 
decodes f t  and ft  into the cache. M ' then begins the actual simulation of 
M.
Assume ft and ft+i are decoded in the cache. As long as the tape head 
remains in f t  and f t +1, M' performs a straightforward simulation of M, 
using the cache. Finite control and input processing of M  are simulated in 
a straightforward manner using finite control and input processing of M'. 
When the tape head moves to the right of f t +1, M' encodes f t  back to ft
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and decodes /3,+2 into the cache, shifting to the left the “contents” of i ?l+1 
currently in the cache. If the tape head moves to the left of then a similar 
operation occurs. At this time, since the worktape head of M  is in the middle 
of two blocks, M' can simulate at least 6 steps of M  before performing the 
encoding and decoding operations again.
During the simulation, M ' creates 0 (5 /  log 5) nodes: 0 ( 5 / log 5) nodes 
for the tree and blockset and 0 (log (5 / log 5 )) nodes for the cache. Therefore 
M' simulates M  with mass 0 ( 5 /  log 5).
The straightforward simulation in the cache requires a total of 0 (T ) time. 
The only other time requirement is for encoding and decoding the blocks. En­
coding and decoding can be done in 0 (6) time, since that is the height of the 
tree. Because M' maintains two decoded blocks, it performs an encoding and 
decoding only every 0 (6) steps, so the total time required for the simulation 
is 0 (T).
The entire simulation requires 0 ( 5 / log 5) nodes. Therefore, we have 
SPACEtm (5) C M A S S (0 (5 /log5 )) C MASS(5), by Theorem 4.3, so less 
space is required for a PM than for a TM. □
Theorem 5.1 improves the result of van Emde Boas (1987), whose PM 
simulator used space 0 ( 5 / log 5), but time 0 (T 2).
But is the simulation of Theorem 5.1 optimal? More specifically, can 
we simulate a TM using space 5  with o (5 / log 5) nodes? Before we answer 
that, let us consider the validity of the Invariance Thesis if we use the the 
capacity space measure for PMs. This will help us answer our question about 
optimality of the simulation.
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Theorem 5.2 If we use the capacity space measure for pointer machines, 
then a RAM can simulate a pointer machine with constant factor, overhead 
in space, and vice-versa.
Proof For classes of machines X  and Y , write if for every machine
M y in Y  there exists a machine M x  in X  such that M x  simulates M y with 
constant factor overhead in space.
To simulate a PM using capacity S with a RAM using space 0 (5 ), we 
simply use Schonhage’s (1980) technique of simulating a PM by a successor 
RAM . Register 1 of the RAM contains the address of the center, Register 2 
contains the address of the first available free register for creating new nodes, 
and the next few registers contain some work space. Beyond these registers, 
each node of the PM is represented by d consecutive registers of the RAM, 
where d is the size of the pointer alphabet. Each register represents a pointer 
6 and contains an address of a register corresponding to the node pointed 
to by 6. So a PM with S' nodes (0 (5 ' log 5 ') capacity) can be simulated 
by a RAM with 0 (5 ')  registers, i.e., in spacenA\fO(S' log 5 '). Therefore, 
R A M =U P M .
By Theorem 5.1, every TM using space 5  can be simulated by a PM with 
0 ( 5 /  log 5) nodes, which uses capacity 0 ( (5 /lo g  5) log (5 /log 5 )) =  0 (5 ). 
Thus P M = ^ T M . Slot and van Emde Boas (1988) showed TM=^=>RAM, 
so by transitivity of ==>, P M = ^ R A M . □
Corollary 5.3 A Turing machine can simulate a pointer machine with con­
stant factor overhead in space, and vice-versa.
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We now have space equivalence for TMs, RAMs, and PMs. We show 
that this equivalence implies that a PM must use 17(5/ log 5) nodes to 
simulate a Turing machine of space 0 (S ). Assume, to the contrary, that 
we can simulate a TM of space 0 (5 )  with o (5 / log 5) nodes. This im­
plies we can simulate the TM by a PM in o(5) capacity. By Corollar­
ies 4.4 and 5.3, SPACETm (5 ) C CAPACITY(o(5 )) C CAPACITY(5) C 
SPACEtm (0 (5 )) , so SPACEta/ ( 5) is strictly included in SPACETA/(5 ), a 
contradiction.
If we consider capacity as the true measure of space in PMs, then we 
must reevaluate the result of Halpern et al. (1986): that every PM of time 
complexity T can be simulated by a PM of space complexity 0(T/  log T). 
The authors considered mass as the space measure. A different approach is 
necessary to achieve the same result for capacity, if indeed it is even possible.
6 Conclusions
Pointer machines are definitely a departure from the more classical models 
of computation. In particular, PMs are able to alter their storage structures, 
unlike TMs and RAMs. There is also evidence that PMs are faster than 
TMs or RAMs (Schònhage, 1980). In many respects, however, the pointer 
machine behaves like the more classical models of computation. We have 
shown a space compression result, and we have seen that the deterministic 
time and space hierarchies remain valid for PMs, although the PM time 
hierarchy (Theorem 4.2) is sharper than the TM time hierarchy (Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1979).
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“Equivalence” of PMs with the other models does not hold if we use 
the “obvious” space measure (mass) (Halpern et aL, 1986; van Emde Boas, 
1987). In this case, we can do more on a PM with the same amount of space, 
thus violating the Invariance Thesis.
Slot and van Emde Boas (1988) address the question of what to do when 
the Invariance Thesis is contradicted. Their answer is to adjust the defini­
tions: “The thesis becomes a guiding rule for specifying the right class of 
models rather than an absolute truth, . . . ” We have shown that if capacity 
is adopted as the space measure for PMs, then this machine model fits into 
the class of models mentioned in the Invariance Thesis.
There are many areas of further research related to this machine model; 
for instance:
(1) Is linear speedup in time possible on PMs?
(2) What can be said about nondeterministic and parallel PMs? 
(Gurevich (1988) makes an interesting statement about a model 
similar to the PM, the KU machine (Kolmogorov and Uspenskii,
1958): “Doesn’t the human brain resemble somewhat a parallel 
KU machine?” What are the implications of such a statement?)
Appendix
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The simulation of M  by M' in Lemma 4.1
As an example of how M' simulates M , we give the instructions in M' 
that simulate an if instruction. Assume M  has A = {¿i, <$2, ¿3? ¿4} (refer to 
Figure 2) and x' is the current center. Call the nodes in the cycle (except for 
x') auxiliary nodes.
We describe the simulation for the following piece of M ’s code:
<f>i*. if Si = S3 go to \i
<j> 2 :
We describe the simulation at a ’’ macro” level:
<¿>1: center (3 (* reset node is now center *)
assign to point to S2 auxiliary node (* to keep cycle intact *)
make auxiliary node the center 
assign ot to point to y'3
if  a =  f} go to ip (* this means ¿1 =  ¿3 *)
(* otherwise, “clean up” and continue *) 
assign cl to point to 62 auxiliary node 
make reset node the center
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assign (3 to point to reset node 
center a
if  a =  a go to <f>2
(* make x' the center *) 
(* unconditional jump *)
(* same “clean-up” as above *)
0 : assign a to point to auxiliary node 
make reset node the center 
assign (3 to point to reset node 
center a 
if  a. =  a go to p
(* make x' the center *) 
(* unconditional jump *)
02 :
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